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It was on a speed-dating event that I realised I just didn’t have the flirting gene.  Now 

Eleanor, my sister, she can’t help herself.  Salesmen give her discounts, folk 

apologise to her when she’s the one that’s late, she charms her crabby old auntie 

into a good mood and when it comes to blokes, well stand back and watch the 

sparks!  Then I saw an ad for a flirting workshop.  Are they having us on, I wondered, 

but no, it was a real course you could sign up for.  So I thought, nothing to lose.  I 

reckoned it was a bit like public speaking or telling jokes; some people are born to it 

but that doesn’t mean the rest of us can’t learn a few techniques.  I might not ever be 

a natural but at least I could learn not to shoot myself in the foot.  

 

That optimism was a dim memory when it came to my turn to ‘debrief’ with Beverley, 

the flirting tutor.   She wanted to feed back a few things, she said, before the video 

session.   Video session!  As though she sensed me preparing to flee, she laid a 

gently restraining hand on my arm.   

‘Everyone dreads it but I promise, it’s a really powerful tool and if you take these 

points on board now, you’ll have come on a treat by then.’ 

 

Eye contact it seemed was the key.  How could I make eye contact, she asked, if my 

head was down and my hair covering half my face?   

Yes, it was great to be a sympathetic listener but it was important to take some 

conversational initiatives.  It wasn’t like going to the ball in Jane Austen’s time.   

‘You don’t have to wait till a gentleman writes his name on your dance card.   

You’re lovely Valerie, you really are.  But you need to believe it and project it.’    

Project it?  My entire childhood had been one long lesson in keeping a low profile: 

‘Speak when you’re spoken to!’ 

‘Don’t be any trouble to Auntie May.’ 

‘Thank you Valerie, we can do without the running commentary.’ 
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As for ‘lovely’ – well, forget it.  The ultimate goal in personal grooming was neatness.  

No frills, no flutter and definitely nothing revealing. 

 

This was the territory Beverley had reached by now.  I had invested in new 

underwear especially for the course.  But she wasn’t impressed.  How did she know 

what I had on?  She gave a grimace of despair.   

‘The shape Val, the shape.  It’s obviously too small a cup size; you’re all squished in 

and flattened out.  You need to go and be properly measured.  It’s supposed to 

enhance you, not suppress you!  And you have a waist!  Not everyone your age can 

boast that.  Let’s see it for a change.’    

 

If this was meant to boost my confidence, it was doing just the opposite.   I went to 

bed early that evening, taking my diary with me – we were to keep a journal of our 

progress – and I tipped a generous measure of whisky defiantly into my cocoa.  I had 

paid good money for this course and I was determined to get something out of it.  

Bev’s Jane Austen remark had set me thinking.   Question all your assumptions, 

she’d said.  My eye caught the cover of the book on my bedside table: Rebecca.  I 

was re-reading it for the umpteenth time.  Mentally I ran my eye along the favourites 

on my bookshelf.  Who were the heroines?  Fanny from Mansfield Park, Lorna 

Doone my childhood passion, lovely and lively but for ever a precious bundle in the 

arms of her enormous saviour John Ridd, and beside me, the second Mrs de Winter, 

the ultimate shrinking violet.   

 

And the men?  In spite of all my convictions, was I really waiting for an alpha male to 

whisk me off to his castle?  Castle in the air more like.    

No, of course I didn’t buy all this stuff.   But maybe it shed a bit of light on my 

behaviour.   Maybe somewhere deep down I felt that it wasn’t somehow ‘real’ if I 
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made the first move.  That if I were attractive enough, I wouldn’t need to.  But what if 

the guy was thinking the same thing?   

My thoughts looped through each other like one of these annoying puzzles with rings 

you’re supposed to separate… and I drifted off to a disturbed sleep. 

 

Come Saturday morning, Beverley paired us off and instructed us to put into practice 

what we’d learned.   My partner Henry seemed to be one of the shyest in the group – 

talk about the blind leading the blind.   We weren’t supposed to speak before we 

started the actual chatting up bit but when Beverley said ‘Right, fake it till you make 

it’, Henry gave a little grin.  

‘Do you feel as silly as I do?‘ 

‘I feel very silly.’ 

‘Right that makes us quits so we’ll be OK.’ 

 

We were to do or say anything we liked however outrageous, but not to laugh.  Bev 

blew the whistle.  I sidled up to Henry and asked if I could join him at his table.  He 

nodded and I tucked my hair behind my ear, forced myself to meet his eyes and 

attempted a sexy smile.  It was really hard not to giggle especially when he drew 

breath to speak and nothing came out.  Seconds ticked by; I rearranged my legs.   

‘I have a castle in Spain.’ 

You do, how …amazing’, still struggling with my face muscles. 

It was certainly not the sort of chat-up line I’d anticipated but it got us going 

‘Have you ever been there?’ 

‘Spain?’ 

As it happened I’d paid my first visit to mainland Spain only a year previously. I had 

stayed in one of those little hill towns with winding streets and loved it. The 

conversation took off.  Eye contact was easy, so much so that I noticed when his 
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eyes dropped for a split second to my carefully arranged legs.  Before I could feel self 

conscious, Beverley’s whistle blew.   

‘Time up!  That was good but I want it sexier and this time, find your own partners.’  

 

A tall fellow marched straight up to me, saving me the double problem of choosing or 

being left till last.   

‘I wanted to be sure of talking to the sexiest woman in the room.’ 

My relief vanished down the plughole of my confidence with a gurgle that I felt he 

must hear.  He steered me to a seat, his hand in the small of my back.  I dragged my 

eyes upwards.   

‘Em, great tie.’ 

I couldn’t for the life of me look any higher.  I tried to bring the dancing elephants on 

his neckwear into focus and realised he was asking me a question.  My favourite kind 

of restaurant?  I didn’t really have one but plumped in panic for Italian.  He launched 

into a survey of all the Italian restaurants in the area where he worked.  This saved 

me the bother of talking.  Relaxing slightly, I managed to raise my eyes to his.  They 

were looking past my left ear.  Every now and then they would flick back to me but 

only to perform a quick body scan before returning to survey the other women.  He 

wasn’t paying me any real attention.  Well sod this, I thought.   

‘It’s been lovely.  Will you excuse me?’  I said in my poshest voice and moved off just 

as the whistle blew for time up.  A tactical withdrawal I felt. 

 

When Bev outlined the plan for the evening, my small gain in confidence withered on 

the vine.  We were to meet at a nearby pub for drinks before having a meal together 

in a local restaurant.  At the meal, we would move places for each course in order to 

have as many encounters as possible.  I made a mental note to take some 

indigestion tablets in my handbag.  The pub however presented the biggest hurdle.  
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During the pre-dinner drinks, we were to approach at least one complete stranger 

and flirt with them.   

*    *    *   * 

A bouncer opened the pub door for me with a flourish.   

‘Am I glad to see you!’  

It was Henry.  I nearly fell on his neck.  We looked about to see whether big sister 

was watching.   We were supposed to approach the bar alone, this being an 

opportunity to engage with strangers.   

‘Time enough to face the challenge when we’ve got something down our necks!’ said 

Henry. 

Drinks in hand we retreated to a corner from which we could survey the place.  We 

soon spotted Bev seated at a table in a gallery area overlooking the main bar.   

‘The longer I put this off, the worse I’ll feel Henry.  Better get it over.   See you later.’   

 

Bar stool chatting wasn’t quite my style so I approached a table where two men were 

sitting over their pints.   

‘Mind if I sit here?’   

They made room for me politely and then continued their conversation.  It was too big 

a challenge to select one for my attention and so when they paused for a pull at their 

pints, I addressed them both.  

 

‘I’m - meeting some friends for a meal next door.  Got here ridiculously early so I 

thought I’d have a drink to put in the time.’  They smiled and made some small talk 

about the pub and its regulars.  I reckoned I would be doing well if I could manage a 

generally flirtatious manner.  Actual flirting with an individual guy could wait.  

Summoning courage, I asked them if they were waiting for their dates.  No, they had 

been given a ‘pass-out’ by their wives on condition they went home at a reasonable 

hour with an Indian takeaway.  I checked my watch - half an hour to go.  My drink 
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was nearly finished.  What should I do?  I didn’t want to seem to be cadging a refill 

but on the other hand, if I went to the bar, I could hardly return with just my own drink.  

And I couldn’t take it elsewhere because then it would look like I was cruising – oh 

dear!  No wonder I couldn’t flirt.  If spontaneity was the key, I was locked out for ever. 

But as the tide of pink washed up my neck, I heard myself say  

‘Now gentlemen, the same again for you?’ 

At this they began falling over each other to stand the round.   When honour was 

satisfied by our chorus of ‘not at all’ and ‘my turn’, the drinks arrived courtesy of 

Tony, the one who had prevailed.    

 

I was surprised how quickly the next half hour passed.  I could see my fellow flirts 

preparing to leave for the restaurant, so I made my excuses and left.   I might not 

have succeeded in chatting anyone up but at least I hadn’t been standing in a corner 

staring into my glass! 

 

For the first course of the meal, I found myself between Ron who talked incessantly, 

mostly about steam traction engines, and Mervyn who said nothing at all.   I 

alternated between trying to draw out the latter and feign interest in the former.  What 

with that and the hour’s socialising in the pub, I was flagging by the time the main 

course appeared and with it a change of partners.  Let them do the work, I thought, 

and tackled my steak.  The man on my left was talking to the woman opposite so I 

confined myself to monosyllabic replies to the questions from my right.  Glancing up, 

I could see Henry parrying a determined advance.  It looked as though his neighbour 

was encouraging him to rescue a piece of bread roll which she claimed had fallen 

down her cleavage.  He caught my eye and turned a deeper pink. 

 

The changeover break before dessert was longer.   People were stretching their legs, 

going off for a smoke.  As I rose from my seat, I could see Henry detaching himself 
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from the clutches of Ms Cleavage.  Mervyn the silent was heading in my direction like 

a ship making for port in a storm.  I threw a look of desperation at Henry who was 

weaving through the crowd towards me.  It was like a slow motion sequence in a 

movie.  The room seemed to turn a paler colour; the sound of chatter and music 

faded.   I waded towards him as though through treacle.  Suddenly the only thing that 

mattered was reaching this ordinary-looking man.    

‘Let’s get out of here.’ he said grabbing my hand and towing me into the lobby.  

Without looking back at me, he made straight for the door.  With my free hand I 

snatched my jacket from the coat rack and then we were outside.   I leaned against 

the wall.   

 ‘What a relief.  I couldn’t have stood one more minute of that.  Where shall we go?’ 

‘Spain.’ 

‘Pardon?’ 

‘Valerie, I do have a castle. It’s very small but a castle just the same.’ 

‘Not in the air?’ 

‘No, firmly on the ground.’ 

Which was more than my feet were as we walked off down the street.    (2174 words) 

_________________ 


